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Black box fallacy

At some point there is a very strong theory that all our media will be accessed through a single black box. A box that will provide all of our TV, games, emails, movies and web surfing on one (or multiple) screen through one access point. It is very attractive because it sits so neatly with our concept of
fusion; With the idea that technology will be developed, you can provide a variety of content on your TV screen. The highly anticipated PS3 not only plays games, but also performs HD DVDs, allowing you to access and boot wirelessly. Sony is doing the internet, and Microsoft is fusing right? Wrong? The
more you think about it, the more you realize that there will probably be no mainstream adoption of a little (or bigger) black box. First, there is historical evidence for it; As Henry Jenkins mentioned in his book Fusion Culture; I am seeing more and more black boxes. My VCR, my digital cable box, my DVD
player, my digital recorder, my sound system, my two game systems not to mention the hugging mound of videotapes, DVDs and CDs, game cartridges and controllers, sitting on top, lying side by side, tofling through the edge of my television systemhe is not alone. We've all experienced the proliferation of
black boxes, not fusions. Even if a device can perform multiple tasks, it is not necessary to replace a separate device exclusively for that task. But the second reason the black box theory is an error is the context in which we consume things change. I needed my desireas as I entered this and it was very
different from what I wanted when I watched the movie last night. Jenkins cited the Cheskin Research Report * as this intellectual: The old idea of convergence was that every device would converge on one central unit to do everything for you... We're seeing hardware distributed while content converges...
Your email needs and expectations are designed to suit your needs for access to content depending on where you are, whether you're at home, at work, school, commuting, airport, etc., and these other devices - your location context, digital experience design for teenagers, market insights series, fall 2002
pp. 8-9there access (hardware) fundamental difference in content, evidence of the latter... The above is from Animatrix. Imagined one world; There is a variety of content. However, it is designed to be accessed differently across all different channels; MMOG through movies, DVDs at home, pc in cinemas.
It's a big early commercial example of Jenkins singing transmedia storytelling, and Paris Jakob wrote a great post about it. The content that converges. Allow us to access any term we choose whenever we like. For this reason - worth it - we have seen a technology fusion outside the house in the form of a
mobile phone (which is also camera and MP3 Soon tv too)... We have the luxury of choice within our home - PC for work, TV for movies - we are not on the outside. Hardware convergence has occurred on mobile phones because the contextual need for one device's convenience is more important to other
devices that need to be designed for individual tasks. Of course there will be some hardware convergence, but it is unlikely to be a killer AP black box adopted by the mainstream. The fact that technology exists is no reason to be adopted. We continue stubbornly in the human context so that we can
decide how to adopt and use technology. Good job. What's interesting is to see how much transmedia storytelling commercial advertisers use. Current campaign ideas tend to run across channels. There's little consideration of how what's being produced can be contextualized from the outside, and there's
a tremendous opportunity for advertisers and agencies to learn how to do this first. Page 2 180360720 Courtesy of The Amazing Digital Helge Tennø Blog 303 Digital Blog, sometimes afraid to merge cat stuff Matt Furlong on trees on things like daily, sometimes weekly news, reviews and social media,



SEO, movies, music and popular culture ... Wolf Fan. Communication strategist at Naked Communications. United Kingdom in Sydney. Instagram-e. Francesco Mugnay Blog - Graphic Design Inspiration photography certified expert in PC4 - Teacher, Graphic Designer and Web Designer Blog | Rubber
Republic Advertising Agency specializes in viral and social media campaigns to make customers socially cool brand tarot random thoughts at the border of marketing by John Grant 3RD Sensebrand advice business Adspace Pioneer Julian Cole's blog for fun and serious business of game adliteradical
thinking, Sydney B&amp;T T-Headline Digital Strategist for The Latest Online Advertising Big Picture Advertising Simon Andrews Best B&amp;Amp on Advertising in the Digital Age The headline from T Banner Blogshowcass is Buzz Machine Jeff Jarvis, associate professor and director of the Interactive
Journalism Program at New York City University. He rocks. 클레이 쉬르키웨는 아카 팬의이 사람 고백을 사랑: 헨리 젠킨스의 블로그이 사람은 호주의 첫 번째 입 마케팅 기관 CR 블로그 뉴스에서 대화 수프 생각과 사이먼 켄드릭의 머리 댄 판크라즈 대 청소년 마케팅, 청소년 브랜드, 청소년 문화, 청소년 부족과 소셜 미디어 와 의
관계를 둘러싼 호기심 지속적 인 작가의 시각적 커뮤니케이션에 대한 견해. Just a technology. Digital Buzz Blog is the latest digital advertising campaign, interactive marketing ideas, viral, industrial news, social media and insight digital source Lidhow Digital and Web 2.0 are forming new forms of interaction. My
mom of digital pr consultant Will Salkeld, photography and video (but mostly words) glue the marketing mindrew branding and marketing telling you the state of marketing at MinDrew marketing at Nick Pell Drew McLellan of London and he desperately gets you so E&amp;Amp Courtesy of John V Wilshire,
who wants to get creative solutions for L consulting strategy and digital world Fallon planning thinking - nb feeding puppy archives the remaining examples of the greenormalA blog, which now advertises photos, research and archive hand paint wall ads with GeekMediablog geeks Beyond the Green
Marketing Manifest by John Grant Herd - The hidden truth about who we are is the hidden truth about who we are in her ivory tower to discover the wonder art in her ivory tower, society and culture InfomaginationMatt Sadler data welcome to his era IPA strategy group to discuss the future of our future-
strategy it promotes and promotes the best work in the creative industry Jaffe Juicedaily dose of commentary and perspectives on new marketing and creative advertising and creativity in the industry of creativity ... It's at the crossroads of search for digital worlds with john Battelle's Searchblogthoughts,
media, technology, and more Katie Lindemann// Planning, Communications, Media, Music, Art, Geek Stuff etc. ke-ZU blog designers and suppliers with seemingly unconnected ideas for furniture where people think good knitwear blogs where brands, content and technology collide with Laurel Papworth's
social blogs and online theory. Then StrategyMark Pollard's blog: How and why of account planning, digital strategy and male sexuality is tired of sending interesting ideas and news to friends and colleagues through email marketing and advertising news with attitudes by Steve Hall and Angela Natvidad -
Adrantsinsightful, informed, which does not hold banned commentary on the state of the media and media industry designed to provide every corner of the converged media world, Future authors, future authors and ceo of the Innovation Research Institute Tomorrow Mobilityta Emily Freeman, director and
founder of mobile consulting and advertising business Mobilitystar, and founder of Jenkins's book Fusion Culture: The idea of black box error, as described by Ward and New Media Crash, is ultimately wrong because the idea of black box error may have intuitive implications for the acquisition, but it is
ultimately wrong because it ignores certain cultural elements that lead to more devices and less. Black Box Errors is part of Jenkins' strategy to explain how convergence thinking affects the relationship between media, content and people. He begins with the premise that he starts there. Two separate parts
of all media: actual content (say, song), what Jenkins calls a delivery system (CD, iPod, etc.) is a physical device or object that acts as an intermediary between the audience and the conceptual material being delivered. The physical device used to experience media. They are projectors, VCR, or ink and
paper. The problem with these delivery media is that, apart from the content itself, which can maintain relevance or importance, the delivery system changes rapidly over time, making it quickly unused or less utilized. In fact, the delivery system stands as the exact opposite of the media itself, because the
old type of media is not necessarily useless in the introduction of new forms. Rather, the entire structure of the media culture is self-adjusted to accommodate new media. The media is fluid. The delivery system does not. Because of the fluidity, diversity of the media, and the rigidity of the delivery system,
many people feel that they are moving toward singing with their instinctive instincts, rather than a kind of singularity device, a black box that lives in a living room or pocket and provides all the media. This assumes that by removing the various devices we use, we will solve the flexibility and continuous
aging of the delivery system to end the problem. But Jenkins argues for such brilliance on many issues that are contrary to the cultural aspects of these changes, especially one convergence. He uses statistical and anecdotal evidence to point out that at the time of writing, there are more devices that
people carry in the living room, and convergence is a process, not an endpoint. He believes that as we move into a world with more media, there will be no single device that delivers all the media because it requires only more devices to deliver everything. All.
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